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BIOforte Surface 
Specialists

< Rolling Stock
Directory

– One Step Closer to 
Representative Rolling Stock

Don’t Give Graffiti a 
Chance!
React quickly when graffiti appears. 
It is an important topic around 
rail vehicles and station areas 
and unfortunately it is often 

unavoidable. When the self-
proclaimed artists strike again 
and again, it pays to plan well and 
take precautions so that graffiti 
can always be removed quickly and 
cost-effectively. Rely on experienced 
professionals, especially when it 
comes to delicate surfaces and 

materials. For years, BIOforte has 
successfully used very efficient 
protection systems and powerful 
yet gentle cleaning products that 
do not harm the environment. Take 
advantage of this knowledge, gladly 
with appropriate training of your 
employees. 
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New Technologies in 
Sight 
Saving material, reducing storage 
space, less waste – these are the 
issues that concern us all on our 
way to greater efficiency and lower 
costs. This is exactly where we, 
as experts, come in to make your 
everyday life easier. Our products 
are VOC-free, biodegradable and 
resource-saving; they offer lighter 
packaging, safe transport and much 
more. Step by step, our products 
and services are achieving further 
important advances from which you 
can benefit. 

Good Preventive Care 
Pays Off
“Good, prompt planning saves 
money, effort and frustration,” says 
Udo Mannartz, CEO and Founder, 
before continuing: “Exposed 
surfaces and valuable rolling stock 
can be given lasting protection even 
when brand new, so that, even if 
they do become targets for graffiti, 
they can be cleaned fully, quickly 
and efficiently without delay using 
appropriate, VOC-free cleaning 
products – and not just by cleaning 
experts, but by your own staff 
too.”  This also avoids the need for 
costly service disruptions, logistical 
replanning, and other expenditures. 

Sustainability as a Core 
Value 
At the request of customers and 
because it is the company’s aim to 
take care of people, environment, 
and materials, we at BIOforte 
only use environmentally friendly 
and resource-saving products 
– biodegradable, and free from 
microplastics and VOCs. And soon 
a new era for graffiti cleaning 
products awaits us with the new tab 
technology. It offers the advantages 
of lower storage costs and less 
waste. And with a CO2 reduction 
in the entire logistics chain, the 
products boast the same high 
cleaning power as well as easier 
handling.  

Common Standards 
Thanks to ISO 
Certification 9001 and 
14001                                                                                                                                    
With the upcoming completion 
of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 
certifications, we continue to 
expand our quality standards for 
your benefit. With the guarantee 
of our systematic monitoring, 
measuring, analysing and evaluating 
of environmental performance, you 
can rely on BIOforte to meet your 
own company standards as well. 

BIOforte offers 
you the following 

advantages: 

Specialist services in 
any location at a time 
that suits you. Rolling 
stock is soon ready for 
use again. Use of non-
toxic, high-performing 

removal and protection 
products tried and 

tested in a wide 
variety of situations 

and approved 
by major railway 

companies. Training, 
advice and sales of 

professional products 
and equipment. 20 
years of experience 
across Europe with 
an extensive list of 

references.

https://bio-forte.com/?lang=en
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Save money and

call now! 
+41 33 221 05 75
+41 79 953 34 04
info@bio-forte.com

- 20 years of experience
- acting all over Europe
- also serving Deutsche Bahn DB,
   Swiss Federal Railways SBB, etc.

Surface solutions
for representative rolling stock
Lasting Anti Graffiti . Shiny lacquer
Glass restoration . Chewing gum removal

Trust experts for sustainable Graffiti cleaning and prevention
Save costs restoring lacquer and scratched glass
Brighten up platforms and waiting areas with expert removal of chewing gum

before after


